The Holy Ghost
Hand Pattern
How to Play:
- Sing through the song one time before you introduce the pattern.
- In Junior Primary, demonstrate the pattern. Then have the children follow along before adding the piano.
Sing along the words as you slowly demonstrate the repeating pattern.
- In Senior Primary, ask the kids to watch you do the pattern, and join in when they can. Just jump right in
doing the pattern with the song one time through.
- After the first time through with the pattern, review what the pattern is, so those that may not have picked
up the sequence can join you next time. Sing through the song again.
- Have helpers come up front to lead the pattern. You can do this by class, side of the room, or just call on a
few kids that were singing well to come up front. I usually just let anyone who wants to come up as our
Primary isn’t that big.

Extension Activities:
- Eliminate singing the words for when you tap. Then, eliminate the words for when you pat on your lap.
Then split the room. One side sing for the laps and one sing for the clap words. (Skip the tap words).
- Let the kids help you mix up the pattern to make it harder! Replace the taps with a new action. Then add
another new action in place of the laps or claps!
- One side of the room does the pattern with the other side sings. Then switch!
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CLAP - CLAP
TAP - TAP
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